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Abstract: By adopting a simple cost effective microwave-assisted synthesis methodology, nanosized ceria-zirconia solid 
solution (MW) has been prepared. For comparison purpose, ceria-zirconia solid solution with the same composition was 
also synthesized by a coprecipitation method (CP) and calcined at 773 K. Both the samples were examined by different 
characterization techniques namely, X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, transmis-
sion electron microscopy, BET surface area and other methods, and evaluated for CO oxidation activity. XRD studies re-
vealed formation of monophasic Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 solid solution in the MW sample and Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 solid solution in the CP 
sample. TEM studies showed the presence of nanometre sized particles with broad particle size distribution in the sample 
prepared by microwave method. Raman spectroscopy and oxygen storage capacity measurements suggested the presence 
of more oxygen vacancies and lattice defects in the MW sample. XPS studies indicated a high reducibility and surface en-
richment of Ce3+ ions in the MW sample. Higher CO oxidation activity and lower light off temperature was observed for 
the microwave synthesized sample in comparison to that of coprecipitated sample. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Due to increasing concern about environmental impact, 
there has been tremendous interest in developing new proc-
esses that both reduce energy consumption and minimize 
pollution in chemicals synthesis and processing. Heteroge-
neous catalysis is the key to successful development of the 
so-called “green chemistry” since it is widely used to reduce 
emissions from automobile and stationary combustion 
sources. In recent years, numerous catalysts have been inves-
tigated for CO oxidation at low temperatures due to its ex-
tensive applications in various domains such as removal of 
CO traces in enclosed atmospheres, automotive emission 
control, preferential oxidation of CO for proton exchange 
membrane fuel cells, and so on [1]. Neutralization of gas 
emissions containing the CO and toxic organic compounds 
by catalytic combustion is one of the widely used methods 
based on complete oxidation over an appropriate catalyst 
system in the presence of oxygen or ozone [2-6]. Catalyst 
systems based on precious metals are well-known for oxida-
tion reactions with high activity and stability, and are widely 
used for CO oxidation. However, owing to the soaring cost 
of precious metals and their sensitivity to sulfur poisoning, 
attention has been given to improve the catalytic perform-
ance of metal oxide based catalysts. Due to the peculiarity of 
ceria that acts as an oxygen storage and release material, the 
three-way-catalysts (TWC) are employed for the exhaust  
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treatment in gasoline-fuel vehicles to achieve simultaneous 
control of CO, hydrocarbons and NO emissions [7]. The 
primary feature for catalytic applications is the ability of 
CeO2 (Ce4+) to be reversibly reduced to Ce2O3 (Ce3+) at 
moderate temperatures (< 773 K), involving oxygen take-up 
from lean fuel gas and oxygen delivery during fuel-rich con-
ditions [7]. This characteristic property allows controlling 
the reaction environment that can be kept within a narrow 
composition range in order to ensure the effective catalytic 
removal of all the pollutants. However, the modern TWCs 
comprising of ceria–zirconia solid solutions demonstrate 
enhanced oxygen-storage properties with respect to ceria 
alone and are extensively investigated [8]. Most of the recent 
research on TWCs is devoted to the development of new 
preparation methods for ceria-zirconia that should comply 
with the zero emission demand of the forthcoming interna-
tional rules. 

 As such several preparation methods were employed to 
make ceria-zirconia solid solutions. Each method has its own 
advantages and disadvantages. Compared with the conven-
tional methodologies, microwave synthesis route possess the 
advantages of very short reaction times and production of 
minute particles with narrow size distribution and high pu-
rity. Because of its unique thermal heating mechanism, mi-
crowave energy heats the entire sample volume almost ho-
mogeneously. The surface of sample radiates energy, result-
ing in high temperature at the interior of the sample. The 
effect of heating is created by the interaction of the dipole 
moment of the molecules with the high frequency electro-
magnetic radiation (2.45 GHz). Water has a very high dipole 
moment which makes it one of the best solvents for micro-
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wave assisted reactions [9,10]. In the present investigation, a 
ceria-zirconia solid solution was prepared by microwave-
assisted solution combustion method and a reference ceria-
zirconia was also prepared by a conventional coprecipitation 
method and calcined at 773 K. The prepared samples were 
examined by XRD, Raman, TEM, XPS and BET surface 
area techniques, and evaluated for CO oxidation activity at 
normal atmospheric pressure. 

EXPERIMENTAL  

 Nitrates were chosen as precursors to prepare ceria-
zirconia (1:1 molar ratio) solid solutions by microwave-
assisted combustion method. The required quantities of ce-
rium(III) nitrate (Aldrich, AR grade) and zirconyl(IV) nitrate 
(Fluka, AR grade) were dissolved separately in deionised 
water and mixed together in a Pyrex glass dish (150 mm 
diameter  80 mm height). A stoichiometric quantity (as per 
the concept used in propellant chemistry) of solid urea 
(Fluka, AR grade) was added to the aforementioned mixture 
solution and stirred rigorously to obtain a clear solution. The 
dish containing the reaction mixture was introduced into a 
modified domestic microwave oven (BPL, India Limited, 
BMO-700T, 2.54 GHz, 700W). Initially, the solution boils 
and undergoes dehydration followed by decomposition and 
spontaneous combustion with the evolution of large amounts 
of gases, including N2, CO2 and H2O along with some traces 
of NH3 and NO2 followed by a spontaneous flame resulting 
in a light yellow residual mass. The entire process of liquid 
evaporation, thickening of the solution and combustion in 
the microwave oven took around 40 min to produce highly 
voluminous ceria-zirconia powders. Three to four experi-
ments were conducted under identical conditions to check 
for reproducibility. Properties of all the synthesized powders 
were found to be identical. Ceria-zirconia (1:1 mole ratio) 
solid solution was also prepared by a coprecipitation method 
with dilute ammonium hydroxide (0.1M). Detailed prepara-
tion procedure has been described elsewhere [11]. 

 XRD patterns were recorded on a Bruker (Karlsruhe, 
Germany) D8 advanced system using a diffracted beam 
monochromated Cu K  (0.15418 nm) radiation source. The 
intensity data were collected over a 2  range of 3–80º with a 
0.02º step size. Crystalline phases were identified by com-
parison with the reference data from the International Centre 
for Diffraction Data (ICDD). The average crystallite size of 
the oxide phases was estimated employing Scherrer equation 
and considering the XRD data of most prominent line [12]. 
The lattice parameters were calculated by a standard cubic 
indexation method using the intensity of the most prominent 
peak (111) [13]. The N2 BET surface areas of the powders 
were determined by N2 adsorption at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature using a Micromeritics Gemini 2360 instrument. 
Prior to analysis, samples were oven dried at 393 K for 12 h 
and flushed with Argon gas for 2 h. The Raman spectra were 
recorded on a triple subtractive Jobin Yvon T64000 Raman 
spectrometer equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-
coupled device (CCD) detector. The TEM studies were made 
on a Philips CM 20 instrument equipped with a slow-scan 
CCD camera and at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV. 
Samples were sonically dispersed in ethanol and deposited on 
a carbon-coated copper grid before examination. The XPS 
measurements were performed using a CEMUP-LAS 
(SECALAB 200A) spectrometer by using Mg K  (1253.6 

eV) radiation as the excitation source. The charging of the 
powders was corrected by setting the binding energy of the 
adventitious carbon (C 1s) at 284.6 eV. The analysis was 
done at a pressure of 10-6 Pa. Quantification of the atomic 
ratios was achieved by determining the elemental peak areas, 
following a Shirley background subtraction by the usual pro-
cedures documented in the literature [14]. The amount of 
Ce3+ present in the samples was determined by using follow-
ing formula 

Peak area of v' + Peak area of u'

Total area of the spectra
 100Amount of Ce3+ (%)  =

 

 Where v' and u' are characteristic peaks of Ce3+  

 The oxygen storage/release capacity (OSC) was exam-
ined by oxygen release characteristics of the powders in the 
temperature range 573–1073 K. The change in the weight of 
the sample was scrutinized by thermogravimetry (TG) 
method under cyclic heat treatments in flowing nitrogen and 
dry air. A commercial Mettler Toledo TG-DTA instrument 
was employed for this purpose. The heat cycle consisted of 
heating the sample to 1073 K in N2, cooling down to 423 K 
in dry air, and again heating to 1073 K in N2 environment. 
All heating and cooling rates were at 5 K min–1. The weight 
loss of the sample during second heating cycle was used to 
measure the oxygen release properties [13]. CO oxidation 
was conducted in a fixed-bed microreactor under normal 
atmospheric pressure at 300-773 K under a heating ramp of 5 
K min 1. About 100 mg catalyst sample (250-355 μm sieve 
fraction) diluted with quartz particles of the same sieve frac-
tion was placed in a quartz reactor for evaluation. The CO 
and CO2 gas concentrations were measured using an Uras 14 
infrared analyzer module, and the O2 concentration was 
measured using a Magnos 16 analyzer (Hartmann & Braun). 
Prior to oxidation of CO, catalysts were heated to 773 K in 
10.2% O2/Ar gas mixture, using a heating ramp of 10 K 
min 1, and kept at the final temperature for 1 h. The oxidized 
sample was then purged in argon and cooled to the desired 
starting temperature. The CO/O2 reactant feed ratio was 1, 
and partial pressures of CO and O2 were in the range of 10 
mbar [15]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the two differently 
synthesized samples in the present investigation are shown in 
Fig. (1). As can be noted from this figure, formation of cubic 
fluorite type phase with the composition Ce0.5Zr0.5O2 (PDF-
ICDD 38-1436) has been manifested in the case of micro-
wave (MW) synthesized sample. The conventional copre-
cipitated (CP) sample calcined at 773 K exhibited poor crys-
tallinity. Only broad diffraction lines due to cubic fluorite 
type phase with the composition Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 (PDF-ICDD 
28-0271) has been established. The observed more zirco-
nium incorporation in the MW sample is primarily due to 
progressive increase of Zr4+ content into the ceria unit cell at 
higher preparation temperatures. Since the ionic radius of 
Zr4+ (0.84 Å) is smaller than Ce4+ (0.97 Å) incorporation of 
zirconium ion into the ceria unit cell also leads to decrease of 
cell parameter and shrinkage of the lattice [16]. Within the 
detection limits of XRD technique there was no evidence 
about the presence of t-ZrO2 or m-ZrO2 phases. It appears 
that the remaining zirconia, in the case of CP sample, is 
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mostly in an amorphous form probably located in the grain 
boundaries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (1). X-ray powder diffraction patterns of ceria-zirconia solid 
solutions (MW: prepared by microwave method; CP: prepared by 
coprecipitation method). 

 
 The crystallite size, cell “a” parameter, N2 BET surface 
area and OSC in terms of oxygen vacancy concentration 
pertaining to MW and CP samples are presented in Table 1. 
MW sample exhibited relatively less specific surface area 
than CP sample. This is mainly due to exposure of the sam-
ple to higher temperatures during preparation, however for a 
shorter duration. It is known that specific surface area is not 
the only parameter that determines the catalytic efficiency of 
ceria-based solid solutions because in cerium oxide weakly 
bound active oxygen species are present in the bulk rather 
than on the surface [17,18]. Ceria crystallizes in cubic fluo-
rite structure and exposes the thermodynamically most stable 
(111) surface. This surface is the oxygen termination of the 
stoichiometric O-Ce-O tri layers stacked along the (111) 
direction and also corresponds to major fraction of the active 
surface in catalytic nanocrystallites [19]. Using the most 
intense line (111) of the XRD pattern, cubic indexation and 
calculation of unit cell parameters have been carried out. 
There is decrease in the cell “a” parameter in case of MW 
(5.30 Å) sample compared to the CP (5.35 Å) sample. It is a 
clear indication for penetration of more Zr4+ cations into the 
ceria core fcc lattice (space group Fm3m) in case of MW 
sample which is inline with the XRD results [20].  

 Fig. (2) shows the Raman spectra of the two samples 
investigated in the present study. As shown in Fig. (2), both 
samples show a strong band at 470 or 468 cm 1 and a less 

prominent broad band at 600 cm 1. The band at 468 cm 1 is 
due to the F2g vibration of the fluorite-type lattice [21]. It can 
be viewed as a symmetric breathing mode of the oxygen 
atoms around the cerium ions [22]. The slight shift in the 
Raman frequency to higher wave numbers in case of MW 
sample could be due to incorporation of more zirconium into 
the ceria lattice when compared to the CP sample as evi-
denced by XRD results. As presented in Fig. (2), the Raman 
band at 470 cm 1 is intense in the case of MW sample. It is 
known from the literature that the intensity of Raman band 
depends on several factors including the grain size and mor-
phology [23]. Therefore, it is quite obvious that sintering of 
samples at higher preparation temperatures increases the 
intensity of the F2g band. It is also known that sintering of 
samples under high-temperature conditions can lead to the 
formation of oxygen vacancies, which perturb the local M-O 
bond symmetry leading to the relaxation of symmetry selec-
tion rules. The presence of a weak and less prominent broad 
band near 600 cm 1 can be attributed to a non-degenerate 
longitudinal optical (LO) mode of ceria which arises due to 
relaxation of symmetry rules, which in turn linked to oxygen 
vacancies in the ceria lattice [21, 24, 25]. In particular, the 
substitution of zirconium into the ceria lattice with an in-
crease in temperature gives rise to oxygen vacancies, which 
are responsible for the emergence of this band [26]. This 
band is more intense in the case of MW sample, which indi-
cates incorporation of more zirconium into the ceria lattice 
and formation of more oxygen vacancies in MW sample. 
There is also another band at 305 cm 1 in MW sample. As 
per the literature, this can be attributed to displacement of 
oxygen atoms from their ideal fluorite lattice positions [27]. 
As per the literature reports, this band further reveals the 
presence of t  phase, which could not be identified by XRD. 
The presence of this phase is expected to improve the cata-
lytic performance of this solid solution [28, 29]. The pres-
ence of this band and more intense band at 605 cm 1 has also 
clearly reflected in its enhanced oxygen vacancy concentra-
tion as determined by the OSC measurements (Table 1).  

 To understand the extent of interaction of zirconia with  
ceria, the synthesized samples were subjected to XPS analy- 
sis. The observed binding energy values are presented in  
Table 2. The O 1s peak is generally broad and complicated  
(not shown), because of the non-equivalence of surface O  
ions. As per the literature, the O ions in pure CeO2 exhibit  
intense peaks at 528.6, 528.8, 529.6 and 530.1 eV respec- 
tively [30-33]. The O 1s binding energy value reported for  
ZrO2 is 530.6 eV [34]. The O 1s binding energies of CP and  
MW samples are observed at 530.1 and 530.3 eV, respec- 
tively. The broadening of the peak and slight increase in the  
binding energy value, in case of MW sample could be con- 
sidered as an evidence for the incorporation of more zirco- 
nium into the CeO2 lattice. As shown in Table 2, the binding  

Table 1. Crystallite Size, Cell Parameter, BET Surface Area and Oxygen Storage Capacity Values of Ceria-Zirconia Solid  
Solutions Synthesized by Microwave Combustion (MW) and Coprecipitation (CP) Methods 

Sample Crystallite Size (nm) Cell Parameter (Å) Surface Area (m2/g) OSC μ  Moles O2/g Simple  

MW 12.7 5.30 56 278 

CP 4.7 5.35 84 211 
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energy of the Zr 3d photoelectron peak ranged between  
182.2 and 182.6 eV, which agrees well with the values re- 
ported in the literature [14, 35]. The core level spectra of Zr  
3d in the case of the MW sample showed broadening along  
with shift toward higher binding energy, indicating the in- 
corporation of more zirconium into the ceria lattice. Ce 3d  
spectra of both the samples prepared in the present study are  
shown in Fig. (3). The assignment of CeO2 3d photoelectron  
peaks is ambiguous, because of the complex nature of the  
spectra, which occur not only because of multiple oxidation  
states but also because of the mixing of Ce 4f levels and O  
2p states during the primary photoemission process. Two  
sets of spin-orbital multiplets, corresponding to the 3d3/2 and  
3d5/2 contributions are labeled as u and v respectively. The  
peaks labelled u' and v' are corresponding to Ce3+ oxidation  
state and the remaining peaks are corresponding to Ce4+ oxi- 
dation state [36]. As presented in Fig. (3), both the samples  
exhibited peaks that are due to the presence of both Ce4+ and  
Ce3+ ions, thus implying that cerium is present at the surface  
in both 4+ and 3+ oxidation states in both the samples. The  
binding energy values presented in Table 2 are in well agree- 
ment with the literature reports [11]. The shift in the binding  
energy to higher values in case of the sample prepared by  

microwave method may be due to better reducibility of the  
sample. The Ce/Zr atomic ratios presented in the Table 2 
also clearly indicated that the microwave synthesized sample 
has a more extended incorporation of zirconium into the 
ceria lattice in comparison to the sample prepared by copre-
cipitation method, corroborating with the XRD and RS re-
sults. The amount of Ce3+ present is determined by calculat-
ing the area under the peaks u' and v' to the total area and the 
values are presented in Table 2. These estimations reveal 
clearly that the ceria-zirconia sample prepared by microwave 
method contains more amount of Ce3+ (23 %) when com-
pared to the sample prepared by the coprecipitation method 
(15 %). High temperature preparation conditions and incor-
poration of more zirconium into the cubic ceria lattice may 
be responsible for the observed better reducibility in the case 
of MW sample in comparison to the CP sample.  

 Morphology and microstructure of both samples was 
investigated by TEM technique and a representative image 
of the MW sample is shown in Fig. (4). The TEM image 
revealed nanometer sized particles with broad particle size 
distribution (10-40 nm). The broad particle size distribution 
could be due to the preparation method adopted. During the 
preparation, the precursors were exposed to higher tempera-
tures for a short period of time, which obviously leads to 
particles with different sizes. The digital diffraction pattern 
(DDP) corresponding to an individual particle of the image 
is shown in inset of Fig. (4). The inter planar spacing values 
of 3.0, 2.6, and 3.0 Å were measured from the DDP and 
could be respectively assigned to (111), (200), and (1-1-1) 
family planes of the cubic structure. As per previous litera-
ture reports [37, 38], the electron diffraction pattern of fluo-
rite cubic structure is characterized by the presence of first 
three electron diffraction rings which correspond to the inter 
planar spacings of ca. 3.1 (111), 2.7 (200) and 1.9 (220) Å. 
The other two likely phases, tetragonal and monoclinic, ex-
hibit electron diffraction rings at or very close to these cubic 
spacings, as well as additional reflections. The additional 
spacings for the tetragonal phase are at 2.1 and possibly at 
2.3, 3.7 and 5.3 Å (the last three being possibly active kinetic 
extinctions) and for the monoclinic at 2.0, 2.3, 3.7 and 5.1 Å. 
These spacings should be treated as approximate since they 
will vary slightly with the Zr content in the sample. For ex-
ample, the spots at 5.3 and 5.1 Å would be difficult to sepa-
rate unambiguously. The absence of any of these additional 
spacings clearly indicated that the Ce-Zr-oxide system exists 
in the cubic only modification. Taking into account the slight 
contraction of crystal lattice expected by a partial substitu-
tion of Ce4+ ions by smaller Zr4+ ions, the simple fluorite 
type DDPs are quite obvious [37, 39]. On the whole, the 
CexZr1-xO2 samples exhibited patterns of cubic phase struc-
tures only.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2). Raman spectra of ceria-zirconia solid solutions (MW: 
prepared by microwave method; CP: prepared by coprecipitation 
method). 

Table 2. XPS Data (eV) Obtained for the Ceria-Zirconia Solid Solutions Prepared by Microwave Combustion (MW) and  
Coprecipitation (CP) Methods 

Sample O 1s Zr 3d5/2 Ce 3d5/2 Ce 3d5/2 Amount of Ce3+ (%)  Ce/Zr Atomic Ratio 

MW 530.3 182.3 882.7 882.7 23.288 3.46 

CP 530.1 182.2 882.5 882.5 15.330 4.04 
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Fig. (3). Ce 3d XPS spectra of ceria-zirconia solid solutions (MW: 
prepared by microwave method; CP: prepared by coprecipitation 
method). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (4). TEM image of ceria-zirconia solid solution prepared by 
microwave-assisted combustion synthesis method. 

 
 The OSC properties of both the samples were evaluated 
by thermogravimetry method. Thus obtained oxygen va-
cancy concentration or storage capacity pertaining to both 
the samples is shown in Table 1. As presented in Table 1, the 
MW sample exhibited more OSC than the CP sample. The 
observed more OSC is mainly due to incorporation of more 
zirconium and creation of more oxygen vacancies at higher 

preparation temperatures. The presence of Raman band at 
305 cm 1 and more intense band at 600 cm 1 also supports 
this observation. The CO oxidation results of MW and CP 
samples as a function of reaction temperature are shown in 
Fig. (5). As observed from Fig. (5), the MW sample exhib-
ited more CO conversion than CP even at a lower tempera-
ture. Light-off phenomenon was observed for both the cata-
lysts. Note that light-off means a jump of the activity to over 
50% conversion very quickly, and this characteristic is very 
important for automobile emission control. The MW sample 
reached a light-off (50% conversion) temperature 40 K lower 
than that of the CP sample. Furthermore, the MW sample 
exhibited 100% CO conversion at 750 K, whereas the CP 
showed 85% conversion at 773 K, the highest temperature 
investigated. The observed more conversion could be due to 
increased oxygen mobility in the defective fluorite structure 
of MW sample generated by introduction of more Zr4+ 
cations into the ceria core lattice compared to the CP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (5). Conversion of CO versus temperature profiles of ceria-
zirconia solid solutions (MW: prepared by microwave method; CP: 
prepared by coprecipitation method). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Nanosized ceria-zirconia solid solution has been synthe-
sized by a microwave-assisted solution combustion synthesis 
method and compared with that of the ceria-zirconia with the 
same composition but prepared by a coprecipitation method 
and calcined at 773 K. The results of XRD and cell parame-
ter values revealed that more zirconium is incorporated into 
the ceria lattice and more defective sites are formed in the 
case of microwave-synthesized sample. Raman spectro-
scopic measurements suggested the presence of oxygen va-
cancies, lattice defects and displacement of oxygen ions 
from their ideal lattice positions. TEM results accomplished 
the presence of nanosized particles in the MW sample. Better 
oxygen storage capacity and better CO oxidation activity 
were observed for the MW sample in comparison to that of 
CP sample. In summary, it can be concluded that synthesis 
of nanosized ceria-zirconia solid solutions by microwave-
assisted method is a cost effective technique in comparison 
to the conventional coprecipitation route for making of cata-
lysts for CO oxidation.  
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